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SECTION 35(1)

“The existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal 
peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.” 

ĈHǤĤḤǦḤIḤǦHǤ ÇẼḤẬ ÄǺÅẠẬ s 35(1)



INTERPRETING SECTION 35(1)

“By giving aboriginal rights constitutional status and priority, Parliament and the 
provinces have sanctioned challenges to social and economic policy objectives 
embodied in legislation to the extent that aboriginal rights are affected. Implicit in 
this constitutional scheme is the obligation of the legislature to satisfy the test of 
justification. The way in which a legislative objective is to be obtained must uphold 
the honour of the Crown and must be in keeping with the unique contemporary 
relationship, grounded in history and policy, between the Crown and Canada’s 
aboriginal peoples. The extent of legislative or regulatory impact on an existing 
aboriginal right may be scrutinized so as to ensure recognition and affirmation.” 

Ê Ĳ ẾĦḔȞȞHÍ  at 1109



TREATIES

What is known as Saskatchewan 
includes lands from:
• Treaty 2 (1871) 
• Treaty 7 (1877) 
• Treaty 4 (1874),
• Treaty 5 (1875–76),
• Treaty 6 (1876),
• Treaty 8 (1899–1900), and
• Treaty 10 (1906–07)



TREATY TEXT (TREATY NO. 6)

“And the undersigned Chiefs on their own behalf and on 
behalf of all other Indians inhabiting the tract within ceded, 
do hereby solemnly promise and engage to strictly observe 
this treaty, and also to conduct and behave themselves as 
good and loyal subjects of Her Majesty the Queen.
They promise and engage that they will in all respects obey 
and abide by the law, and they will maintain peace and 
good order between each other, and also between 
themselves and other tribes of Indians, and between 
themselves and others of Her Majesty’s subjects, whether 
Indians or whites, now inhabiting or hereafter to inhabit any 
part of the said ceded tracts [. . .]”



INTERPRETING THE TREATIES

While interpretations of these treaties are disputed, retired Crown 
Prosecutor and Defence Attorney Harold Johnson points out, this 
clause of Treaty 6 is read to mean that

“We [The First Peoples of Treaty Six Territory] not only retained 
jurisdiction to maintain peace and good order amongst ourselves; 
the treaty went further than that and granted the power to 
maintain peace and good order between ourselves and other tribes 
of Indians, and between ourselves and others of Her Majesty’s 
subjects, whether Indians or whites, then inhabiting or thereafter to 
inhabit any part of the said ceded tracts.”

Harold Johnson, ĚǮḔẼǮ ḔǤƷ ÐHHƷ ĔȞƷǮȞÃ ỆĞǮ ĈḔĤǮ FHȞ ĐǤƷǦGǮǤHIĤ ḌIĤḤǦẼǮ ǦǤ ĈḔǤḔƷḔ, 87-90. 



FINDINGS OF THE TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION 
COMMISSION

 Part of the ĐǤƷǦḔǤ ÊǮĤǦƷǮǤḤǦḔĠ ẾẼĞHHĠĤ ẾǮḤḤĠǮḠǮǤḤ ÇGȞǮǮḠǮǤḤ

 Includes several recommendations that apply to the 
field of administrative law, including the following: 

40. We call on all levels of government, in collaboration with Aboriginal 
people, to create adequately funded and accessible Aboriginal-specific 
victim programs and services with appropriate evaluation measures.
[...]
42. We call upon the federal, provincial, and territorial governments to 
commit to the recognition and implementation of Aboriginal justice 
systems in a manner consistent with the Treaty and Aboriginal right of 
Aboriginal peoples, the ĈHǤĤḤǦḤIḤǦHǤ ÇẼḤẬ ÄǺÅẠ, and the ỀǤǦḤǮƷ ÉḔḤǦHǤĤ 
ĊǮẼĠḔȞḔḤǦHǤ HǤ ḤĞǮ ÊǦGĞḤĤ HF ĐǤƷǦGǮǤHIĤ ĚǮHĦĠǮĤ, endorsed by Canada in 
November 2012.
[…]
57. We call upon federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal 
governments to provide education to public servants on the history of 
Aboriginal peoples, including the history and legacy of residential 
schools, the ỀǤǦḤǮƷ ÉḔḤǦHǤĤ ĊǮẼĠḔȞḔḤǦHǤ HǤ ḤĞǮ ÊǦGĞḤĤ HF ĐǤƷǦGǮǤHIĤ ĚǮHĦĠǮĤ, 
Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and Aboriginal-Crown 
relations. This will require skills-based training in intercultural 
competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and anti-racism.

ỆȞIḤĞ ḔǤƷ ÊǮẼHǤẼǦĠǦḔḤǦHǤ ĈHḠḠǦĤĤǦHǤ, “Calls to Action,” Nos. 40, 42, 57



UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS 
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ACT

UNDRIP ACT
 Implements UNDRIP in Canadian 

Law
 Received Royal Assent in June 2021
 Section 5 Provides:

“The Government of Canada must, 
in consultation and cooperation 
with Indigenous peoples, take all 
measures necessary to ensure 
that the laws of Canada are 
consistent with the Declaration.”



UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS 
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

UNDRIP Articles – Recognition of Pre-Existing 
Sovereignties of Indigenous Peoples

ARTICLE 3 (right to self-
determination)

ARTICLE 4 (right to autonomy over 
self-government)



UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS 
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

UNDRIP Articles – Rights Recognized
ARTICLE 2 (freedom from discrimination)

ARTICLE 7(2) (collective right to freedom, peace, & security)

ARTICLE 8(1) (right not to be subject to forced assimilation or 
cultural destruction)

ARTICLE 11 (right to practise and revitalize cultural traditions and                                           
customs)

ARTICLE 12 (right to manifest, practise, develop and teach 
spiritual and religious traditions, customs, and 
ceremonies)



UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS 
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

UNDRIP Articles – Ownership & Control of Traditional Territories

Article 26
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and 
resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise 
used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to HÍǤẬ IĤǮẬ ƷǮĲǮĠHĦ ḔǤƷ ẼHǤḤȞHĠ ḤĞǮ 
ĠḔǤƷĤẬ ḤǮȞȞǦḤHȞǦǮĤ ḔǤƷ ȞǮĤHIȞẼǮĤ ḤĞḔḤ ḤĞǮÎ  ĦHĤĤǮĤĤby reason of traditional 
ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which 
they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, 
territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due 
respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the 
indigenous peoples concerned. 



UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS 
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

UNDRIP Articles – Overlap with Jurisdictions of Administrative 
Tribunals

ARTICLE 18 (Right to participate in decision-making that affects rights and to maintain and 
develop Indigenous decision-making institutions)

ARTICLE 19 (States must cooperate in good faith concerning representative institutions, 
obtaining Indigenous peoples’ “free, prior and informed consent before 
adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures that may 
affect them”

ARTICLE 23 (Right to determining and develop priorities in exercising their right to 
development)

ARTICLE 31 Right to maintain, control, protect and develop cultural heritage

ARTICLE 34 Right to promote and maintain institutional structures

ARTICLE 35 Right to determine responsibilities of individuals to their communities

ARTICLE 40 Right to access to and prompt decision through just and fair procedures, as well 
as effective remedies for their rights, with due consideration for their customs, 
traditions, rules and legal systems



UNPACKING CULTURAL SAFETY

Cultural Safety: 
 Cultural safety exists on a spectrum, with cultural awareness and 

understanding, intercultural exchange, cultural humility, and 
cultural safety as part of this continuum. On the closer end of the 
spectrum lies cultural humility. 

Cultural SafetyCultural Awareness 
& Understanding

Intercultural 
Exchange

Cultural 
Humility

Paraphrased from a conversation with Patricia Barkaskas in the preparation stages in this presentation



UNPACKING CULTURAL SAFETY

Defining Cultural Humility: 
An active process which “will encourage you to 
critically examine common unconscious biases which 
feed myths and stereotypes, question your knowledge 
sources sand open your mind to new perspectives.” 

Defining Cultural Safety:
“an outcome based on respectful engagement 
that recognizes and strives to address power 
imbalances”

Nisha Sikka & Myrna McCallum, “Trauma-Informed Practice In The Courtroom” at 50



UNPACKING CULTURAL SAFETY

THE PROCESS OF GETTING TO CULTURAL SAFETY INCLUDES,
 “identifying the impact of a dominant culture, including its institutions and 

norms on Indigenous peoples[;]”
 “locating practical strategies to address tendencies to create cultural harm[;]”
 “deploying these strategies to counter environments that foster a lack of safety 

for people who feel misunderstood, discriminated, or disempowered[;]”
 “engaging in transformative movements to shape policies and systems, as well 

as the representatives of those systems, for the better[;]” and
Vishal Jain, “Pursuing Cultural Safety: From Unearthing Bias to Realizing 

Reconciliation”
 “unpacking biases, social conditioning, and baggage that we carry from 

years of learning social norms.”

Paraphrased from a conversation with Patricia Barkaskas in the preparation stages in this presentation



UNPACKING CULTURAL SAFETY

DIFFERENT WAYS OF 
THINKING ABOUT CULTURAL SAFETY

MECHANISTICALLY AS AN UNBUNDLING
OF CULTURAL TRUTHS

 “Fact”-driven
 “Knowledge”-driven
 Cultural safety as a “checklist”

 ”Intangible”
 Based in “Feelings”
 Engages a “Social Contract” 
 Engages a “Spiritual Compact” 
 Concerned with ”cultural safety in its 

deepest sense”

VS.

Paraphrased from Cree Elder Madeline Dion Stout, “Cultural Safety: An Aboriginal Perspective on Service Provision”



UNPACKING CULTURAL SAFETY

PITFALLS AROUND CULTURAL SAFETY

 Attempting to apply a one-size-fits-all approach
 Engaging in pan-Indigenous thinking
 Thinking of cultural safety as something that is 

readily achievable/able to be implemented right 
away

Paraphrased from a conversation with Patricia Barkaskas in the preparation stages in this presentation



BODY & 
QUESTIONS 
BREAK



HOW HAS CULTURAL 
COMPETENCY
COLLIDED WITH TRIBUNALS?



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

FACTS

• Mr. Bronstein was cited for various acts of professional misconduct in relation 
to the legal services he provided to Indigenous peoples in their claims under 
the Independent Assessment Process (IAP) under the Indian Residential 
Schools Settlement Agreement, including,

• Failure to exercise due diligence in hiring an individual who was a paroled 
murderer to assist his clients and overseeing this individual, and 
continuing that employment after it came to his attention that the 
individual was extorting clients.

• Directing staff to remove declarations on old forms and attach them to 
revised forms

• Provision of inadequate services to clients including,
• Failure to properly document 
• Failure to consistently answer communications
• Failure to routinely inform and take instructions
• Failure to advance their claims in a timely manner
• Improperly delegating roles to non-lawyers



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

LAW SOCIETY PROCESSES
• Prior to issuing its citation, the Law Society

• Met with Representatives from the Tŝilhqot’in National Government
• Interviewing former clients through engaging a law firm devoted to 

serving Indigenous peoples that was known and trusted in the Tŝilhqot’in 
community

• Engaged in further meetings prior to the decision to engage in the joint-
submission

• Prior to issuing a joint-resolution, the Law Society
• Kept Tŝilhqot’in leadership informed about the proposed resolution and 

inviting Tŝilhqot’in leadership to attend the decision



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

MAJORITY
• Determined it would not be able to issue harsher 

sanctions because witnesses and those impacted 
did not want to testify

• Relied on the Truth and Reconciliation Final Report to 
define cultural competency in lawyering

• Made suggestions the Law Society should consider 
remedying the system to make participating in the 
complaint process culturally safe



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

KAREN SNOWSHOE’S DISSENT
• Found the proposed sanction was inadequate
• Found that there was an unacceptable barrier to 

the participation of witnesses in the regulatory 
scheme

• Made numerous recommendations (outlined on 
the next slide)



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

KAREN SNOWSHOE’S RECOMMENDATIONS
• That staff, investigators, counsel, and tribunal members be culturally sensitive, 

culturally competent, and trauma-informed, and have a requisite level of 
knowledge and expertise in Indigenous culture, history, and law, and the 
history of Residential School abuses and their impact on Indigenous 
communities and individuals. 

• That the process allow for witnesses to testify with a support worker;
• That the process permit witnesses to testify by video or behind a screen;
• That the process enable the admission of victim statements as evidence of the 

truth of their contents; and
• That the process limit cross-examination that is abusive, repetitive, or 

otherwise inappropriate.
Bronstein (Re), paras 416, 421, 422, 426.



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

POST-BRONSTEIN
• Indigenous Engagement and Regulatory Matters Task Force Formed

• Mandate to
“examine the Law Society’s regulatory processes, specifically its 
complaints, investigation, prosecution and adjudication processes, as 
they relate to complaints and witnesses, particularly Indigenous persons, 
who may be experiencing vulnerability or marginalization and make 
recommendations to the Benchers to ensure that the Law Society’s 
regulatory processes accommodate the full participation of such 
complainants and witnesses.” (Mandate as edited September 24, 2021)

Law Society of British Columbia Bencher’s Meeting Agenda and Minutes 
(9 July 2021) and (24 September 2021)



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

POST-BRONSTEIN
• Indigenous Engagement and Regulatory Matters Task Force Formed

• Mandate to
“examine the Law Society’s regulatory processes, specifically its 
complaints, investigation, prosecution and adjudication processes, as 
they relate to complaints and witnesses, particularly Indigenous persons, 
who may be experiencing vulnerability or marginalization and make 
recommendations to the Benchers to ensure that the Law Society’s 
regulatory processes accommodate the full participation of such 
complainants and witnesses.” (Mandate as edited September 24, 2021)

Law Society of British Columbia Bencher’s Meeting Agenda and Minutes 
(9 July 2021) and (24 September 2021)



Bronstein (Re), 2021 LSBC 19 (CanLII)

POST-BRONSTEIN
• Indigenous Engagement and Regulatory Matters Task Force Terms of 

Reference included:
• providing a report, which would including a 

“c. Consideration and comparison of the differences that exist between Indigenous 
perspectives regarding conflict resolution, and the conventional approach of the Law 
Society and the Law Society Tribunal to investigation, discipline and adjudication;
d. Consideration of how to incorporate Indigenous perspectives into Law Society 
complaints, discipline and Tribunal processes and procedures;
e. An assessment of intercultural competent and trauma-informed practices at the Law 
Society, and identification of opportunities for training and development;
f. Consideration of the use of interculturally competent and trauma-informed expertise 
by Law Society staff, the Tribunal and outside counsel; and
g. Identification of actions to prevent, and remedial measures to address, the impacts 
of members’ misconduct on Indigenous complainants, witnesses and communities.”

Law Society of British Columbia Bencher’s Meeting Agenda and Minutes 
(24 September 2021)



The Law Society of British Columbia v George 
Coutlee, 2018 LSBC 33 (CanLII)

SUMMARY
• Mr. Coutlee is an Indigenous person who was cited and alleged to have 

committed professional misconduct. 
• Mr. Coutlee brought an application seeking that the Hearing Panel for his 

alleged professional misconduct should include a person who is an 
Indigenous lawyer or Elder

• Mr. Coutlee’s application was successful and the hearing panel was 
reconstituted to include an Indigenous lawyer

LSBC v Coutlee, paras 2, 3, 5, 23



Campbell v Vancouver Police Board (No. 4), 2019 
BCHRT 275 (CanLII)

FACTS
• Deborah Campbell, an Indigenous mother, saw her son being questioned by 

police. 
• Deborah Campbell went over and proceeded to ask the police questions.
• The police refused to answer any of her questions and proceeded to violently 

pull her away from the incident, obstruct her view of her son, and “stonewall[]” 
her attempts to ascertain the wellbeing of her son 

ĈḔḠĦĘǮĠĠ Ĳ ỂĚḈ, paras 1, 95



Campbell v Vancouver Police Board (No. 4), 2019 
BCHRT 275 (CanLII)

PROCESS OF BRINGING THE COMPLAINT
• Myrna McCallum and Amber Prince, who represented Campbell, note that 

Deborah Campbell had difficulties finding a lawyer who would see their 
complaint as discrimination

• Prince recalled how the BCHRT’s response to their first complaint failed to see 
the discrimination at play, contrary to how “any Indigenous person reviewing 
the complaint” would have been able to see it. 

Myrna McCallum and Amber Prince, “Practising Cultural Humility in Human Rights Advocacy: A Debrief Session 
with Amber Prince,” Trauma-Informed Lawyer Podcast



Campbell v Vancouver Police Board (No. 4), 2019 
BCHRT 275 (CanLII)

FINDING OF THE BCHRT
• The Tribunal found that the police officers failed to take into account “Ms. 

Campbell’s specific needs as an Indigenous mother”
• The Tribunal awarded individual and substantive remedies, including the 

training of police officers
• The Tribunal also allowed for the admission of an intervenor factum from the 

Union of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) 
• The Tribunal also allowed for McCallum and Prince to have two female Elders, 

one Cree and one Coast Salish, to attend the hearing, open ceremonies with a 
territorial acknowledgement, and prayer, and to ground the process in a 
healing and sacred way

• The tribunal also allowed McCallum and Prince to secure a place to smudge

Myrna McCallum and Amber Prince, “Practising Cultural Humility in 
Human Rights Advocacy: A Debrief Session with Amber Prince,” 

ỆȞḔI ḠḔẦĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ǅḔÍ Î ǮȞ ĚHƷẼḔĤḤ

ĈḔḠĦĘǮĠĠ Ĳ ỂĚĊ, paras 18, 117, 162, 176-177



Campbell v Vancouver Police Board (No. 4), 2019 
BCHRT 275 (CanLII)

POST-CAMPBELL
• The Tribunal published Ardith Walpetko We’dalx Walkem’s Report 

“Expanding Our Vision” and its follow-up report, which provided numerous 
changes, including, 

• The appointment of three new tribunal members;
• The option for complainants to identify themselves as Indigenous;
• The ability to provide mediation options (such as through traditional 

ceremonies, Indigenous mediators, or Indigenous dispute resolution)

Ardith Walpetko We’dalx Walkem, “Expanding Our Vision” and follow up report

http://www.bchrt.bc.ca/shareddocs/indigenous/expanding-our-vision.pdf
http://www.bchrt.bc.ca/shareddocs/indigenous/expanding-our-vision-implement.pdf


Moore v The Law Society of British Columbia, 2018 
BCSC 1084 (CanLII)

• Miranda Moore is an Anishinaabe lawyer and member of Cote First Nation
• Miranda Moore applied for membership at the LSBC, but was refused
• Miranda Moore sought judicial review of four decisions of the credentials 

committee, including a failure to implement the reconciliation process
• While the court found in favour of the Law Society’s decisions, the court made 

the following observation:
“There were opportunities in these circumstances for the Law Society to 
take further steps in recognizing the challenges that Ms. Moore as an 
Indigenous lawyer faced in entering and remaining in the profession.”

SUMMARY

EHHȞǮ Ĳ ǅẾḈĈ, 1, 3, 141 
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BODY BREAK



CONSIDERING HOW 
SITES OF CULTURAL 
SAFETY
CAN BE ENCOURAGED IN 
TRIBUNALS



UNPACKING WHAT IS WORKING, WHAT IS NOT, 
AND WHY

Moving From Inquisitorial and 
Adversarial Models to Individual and 
Community-Centred Models

 Harold Johnson highlights,
 “Every trial traumatizes the victims . . . There should be a move from deterrence to redemption . . . 

[to]. . . Making the community and the victim whole again [. . . and] healing the offender”
 Elaine Craig emphasizes

 the importance of removing “unnecessary symbols of hierarchy” and colonialism, and archaic 
language

 Myrna McCallum emphasizes
 the importance of the question “How can I make this safe for you?”

 Nisha Sikka and Myrna McCallum highlight
 Looking at the layout of the room, the brightness of the lights, the imagery on the walls, the comfort 

level of the chairs
 They emphasize providing self-soothing tools and highlight the importance of breaks

ĎḔȞHĠƷ ḌHĞǤĤHǤẬ ĚǮḔẼǮ ḔǤƷ ÐHHƷ ĔȞƷǮȞÃ ỆĞǮ ĈḔĤǮ FHȞ ĐǤƷǦGǮǤHIĤ ḌIĤḤǦẼǮ ǦǤ ĈḔǤḔƷḔ
EÎȞǤḔ EẼĈḔĠĠI Ḡ SĚȞḔẼḤǦẼǦǤG ĈIĠḤIȞḔĠ ĎI ḠǦĠǦḤÎ ǦǤ ĎI ḠḔǤ ÊǦGĞḤĤ ÇƷĲHẼḔẼÎŚ

DĠḔǦǤǮ ĈȞḔǦG SĚIḤḤǦǤG ỆȞǦḔĠĤ HǤ ỆȞǦḔĠŚ
ÉǦĤĞḔ ẾǦĢĢḔ ḔǤƷ EÎȞǤḔ EẼĈḔĠĠI Ḡ SỆȞḔI ḠḔẦĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ĚȞḔẼḤǦẼǮ ĐǤ ḤĞǮ ĈHIȞḤȞHHḠŚ



UNPACKING WHAT IS WORKING, WHAT IS NOT, 
AND WHY

Ensuring Adequate Time and Respect
“Sometimes when an Indigenous client or witness  [. . .] goes about 
[answering the question] from a different angle than a direct answer, the 
court or tribunal or opposing council can become impatient, or can try to 
put a stop to that kind of an answer [. . .] that is the most commo[n] way that 
I’ve experienced what I would call a microaggression.”

Sarah J. RauchẬ ḈIḤ Đ ỄḔĤ Ễ ǮḔȞǦǤG Ç ẾIǦḤÃ ĚḔȞḤ ĐĐ Ȓ DĬĦǮȞǦǮǤẼǮĤ HF ĐǤƷǦGǮǤHIĤ ĚǮHĦĠǮĤ

 Chief Commissioner Marion Buller emphasizes the practice of adding 
50% to the amount of time you think something will take, and that, if 
someone needs three hours to tell their story, they should be given 
three and a half
 Myrna McCallum emphasizes the importance of adding time between 

hearings and files to process
Myrna McCallum and Marion Buller, “Indigenous Women and Girls Continue to Call for Justice”



UNPACKING WHAT IS WORKING, WHAT IS NOT, 
AND WHY

Increased Supports
 Community-based services

 Elders
 Cultural Workers
 And Others

 That supports be provided before, through, and after the process through pre-site, on-site, and 
after-site care for survivors and family members

 That supports include Indigenous medicine as well as Western medicine

 That counsellors are available to staff, translators, and contractors

 That lawyers, decision-makers, support staff, and others engage in practices of debrief, and 
make space for ceremony, culture, and reflection

 Including community services, such as drumming, singing, closing, and ceremonies to be part 
of the process

 Having increased resources for Elder and “victim” supports

Myrna McCallum and Marion Buller, “Indigenous Women 
and Girls Continue to Call for Justice”



RECONCILIATION EFFORTS BY REGULATORY 
AUTHORITIES

Measures by health profession 
regulators
 BC Health Regulators

 “Declaration of Commitment to Cultural Safety and Humility”
 “Three years in: A report on the achievements since signing the Declaration of 

Commitment to Cultural Safety and Humility”

 College of Physicians and Surgeons of BC and BC College of Nurses & Midwives
 Developing a practice standard for registrants that address the requirement to provide 

culturally safe, humble, and responsive care

 College of Dental Surgeons of BC and College of Parmacists
 Committed to promoting the San’yas Indigenous Cultural Competency Training



RECONCILIATION EFFORTS BY REGULATORY 
AUTHORITIES

Measures by resource profession 
regulators
 BC’s recent Professional Governance Act

 Build reconciliation into its provisions (s 7)
 Authorizes byalws for “continuing education programs” that support reconciliation (s 

57)

 Accordingly,
 Forest regulators must:

 A new learning module on Indigenous peoples, culture, Aboriginal rights, and title 
interests, and concerns with forest land and resource use

 Engage in continuing competency self-assessment on reconciliation
 Agrologist must

 Complete a foundational knowledge course respecting Indigenous peoples



RECONCILIATION EFFORTS BY REGULATORY 
AUTHORITIES

Measures by legal profession regulators
 The Law Society of British Columbia

 Aims to appoint at least one Indigenous member to as many committees as possible
 Has developed a statement encouraging Indigenous candidates to apply for the Tribunal pool
 Has created a number of steps to enhance intercultural competency within the organization
 Has taken steps to increase recruitment, retention, and advancement of Indigenous lawyers
 Has taken many gestures, including territorial acknowledgements, involving host nations to Bencher 

retreats, and holding welcoming ceremonies in keeping with Indigenous protocols

 The Law Society of Ontario (formerly Law Society of Upper Canada) 
 Issued guidelines for working With Indigenous Peoples (Equity and Indigenous Affairs Committee, “Report 

to Convocation” (29 June 2017)), including
 Ensuring tribunal employees receive ongoing training
 Understanding Indigenous complainants may have experienced cultural damage as a result of legal 

and colonial action
 Increasing respect for special communication needs for some clients, including language barriers 

and barriers to technology
 Exploring how Indigenous Legal Systems can be incorporated into dispute resolution
 Creating permanent internal structures to manage investigations and prosecutions of licensees, and 

complaints of individuals who are Indigenous



FURTHER RESOURCES

Tribunals Resources

 The Civil Resolution Tribunal’s Reconcili(action) Plan 2021-2024

 The BC Human Rights Tribunal’s Expanding Our Vision and Report on Expanding Our Vision

Secondary Sources

 Golden Eagle Rising Society’s ỆȞḔI ḠḔẦĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ǅǮGḔĠ ĚȞḔẼḤǦẼǮ ỆHHĠĢǦḤ;

 Myrna McCallum’s Trauma-Informed Lawyer Podcast;

 The Continuing Legal Education Society of BC, “But I Was Wearing a Suit: ” and “But I Was Wearing a Suit II –
Experiences of Indigenous Peoples Accessing the Justice System”

 BC Provincial Mental Health and Substance Use Planning Council’s ỆȞḔI ḠḔẦĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ĚȞḔẼḤǦẼǮ ÐIǦƷǮ;

 Government of British Columbia’s ĎǮḔĠǦǤG ǄḔḠǦĠǦǮĤẬ ĎǮĠĦǦǤG ẾÎĤḤǮḠĤÃ Ç ỆȞḔI ḠḔẦĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ĚȞḔẼḤǦẼǮ ÐIǦƷǮ;

 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s ĈHǤẼǮĦḤ HF ỆȞḔI ḠḔ ḔǤƷ ÐIǦƷḔǤẼǮ FHȞ Ḕ ỆȞḔI ḠḔẦ
ĐǤFHȞḠǮƷ ÇĦĦȞHḔẼĞ;

 William Aguiar and Regine Halseth’s ÇĘHȞǦGǦǤḔĠ ĚǮHĦĠǮĤ ḔǤƷ ĎǦĤḤHȞǦẼ ỆȞḔI ḠḔ

https://civilresolutionbc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CRT-Reconciliaction-Plan-2021-2024.pdf
http://www.bchrt.bc.ca/shareddocs/indigenous/expanding-our-vision.pdf
http://www.bchrt.bc.ca/shareddocs/indigenous/expanding-our-vision-implement.pdf
https://www.goldeneaglerising.org/initiatives-and-actions/trauma-informed-toolkit-for-legal-professionals/
https://thetraumainformedlawyer.simplecast.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTG7fi-5c3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYy5HK5IfeQ
https://bccewh.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/2013_TIP-Guide.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/child-teen-mental-health/trauma-informed_practice_guide.pdf
https://ncsacw.samhsa.gov/userfiles/files/SAMHSA_Trauma.pdf
https://www.ccnsa-nccah.ca/docs/context/RPT-HistoricTrauma-IntergenTransmission-Aguiar-Halseth-EN.pdf
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